
MARINE DIMOUT BLINDS
SHADING SOLUTIONS FOR SHIPS,  
FERRIES AND CRUISELINERS



Whether you’re looking to shield 
passengers from the sun or create a 
controlled lighting environment on 
your vessel, Solarglide dimout blinds 
are a great solution.

Unlike blackout screens they’re slightly 
transparent, allowing some visibility  
to the outside world and low levels  
of light transmission indoors too. 

They’ll also reduce heat and block  
out dangerous UV radiation – perfect  
for protecting internal furnishings  
from fading. 

Every dimout blind in our range is 
made using IMO approved fabrics  
and comes in a choice of two fabrics.

SHADING SOLUTIONS  
FOR SHIPS, FERRIES  
AND CRUISELINERS
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DIMOUT BLINDS
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ROE  
DIMOUT FABRIC 

Our Roe fabric reduces solar glare while 
allowing natural light to enter your vessel. 
This fabric is perfect in areas where light 
and visibility are important, such as 
waiting areas, receptions, onboard bars, 
restaurants and lounges. 

Roe fabrics are all flame retardant and 
come in a range of seven neutral colours 
including beige, light grey and the ever-
popular bronze. Made up of 30% polyester 
and 70% PVC, it conforms to flame 
retardancy BS5867, Part 2: Type B 2008.

DIMOUT FABRIC OPTIONS

CARNIVAL  
DIMOUT FABRIC

Softer and available in a wider range of 20 
colours, our carnival dimout fabric is treated 
to prevent mould, bacteria and fungi. 
This fabric is also ideal to help alleviate 
the symptoms of hay fever by preventing 
pollens entering the ship in port.

Carnival dimout fabric offers a good level  
of privacy but still allows lots of light into  
the interior space. Conforms to flame 
retardancy BS5867, Part 2: Type B 2008.
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CARNIVAL DIMOUT FABRIC COLOURS

CARNIVAL 
CHINA WHITE

CARNIVAL 
CREAM

CARNIVAL 
IVORY

CARNIVAL 
ECRU

CARNIVAL 
WISTERIA

CARNIVAL 
DUSK

CARNIVAL 
NOUGAT

CARNIVAL 
PAPAYA

CARNIVAL 
GLACIER

CARNIVAL
LILY

CARNIVAL 
WILLOW

CARNIVAL 
SUNSET

CARNIVAL 
COLBALT

CARNIVAL 
EDEN

CARNIVAL 
KIWI

CARNIVAL 
AMBER

CARNIVAL 
NAVY

CARNIVAL
LUNA

CARNIVAL 
SHADOW

CARNIVAL 
RAVEN

ROE DIMOUT FABRIC COLOURS

ROE 
WHITE

ROE  
LIGHT GREY

ROE 
BIEGE

ROE 
MILD GREY

ROE 
DARK GREY

ROE 
BRONZE

ROE 
CHARCOAL



LET’S TALK DETAILS…
Solarglide’s dimout screens are available in:

 Cassetted  

 Non-cassetted

 Manual

 Motorised

 Battery operated

Operating mechanisms include: 

 Single pulley

 Centre pull handle

 Level pegs

 Sidewinder

 Cable guides
Solarglide’s dimout blinds prevent soft furnishing from fading, reduce temperatures by up to 
15°C in warm climates and are robust and durable for installation on cruise ships and ferries.

The fabrics are all IMO FR approved and come in a range of 27 fabric colour options. Powder 
coated profiles in white and grey come as standard, but other colours are available on request.
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CASSETTED 
The most popular option for screens, our retractable cassetted manual roller blind is enclosed 
in an aluminium case. This makes it robust and durable even in the busiest of vessels. 

 Durable, marine tested screens

 Standard light grey cassette profiles

 Powder-coated options available to match your interior design

 Cable guides, side channels, level pegs, pulley systems available

 67mm or 90mm cassette sizes

NON-CASSETTED 
Where space is a premium, our non-cassetted screens provide privacy  
and security without the necessity for a cassette covering.

 Cost effective

 Lightweight

 Perfect for limited space areas

 Cable guides, side channels, level pegs, pulley systems available

DIMOUT SCREEN OPTIONS
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MOTORISED
Integrated into a ship’s power supply, our motorised dimout screens are ideal for  
windows in hard-to-reach areas or cabins, passenger areas and public spaces.

 Operate individually or all together

 Low maintenance and quiet operation

 Ideal for windows that can’t be reached manually

 90mm Cassette Only

 Somfy or Ellard motors & Accessories

SOLAR POWERED
Our eco-friendly, solar powered screens reduce onboard power requirements  
by providing their own solar energy.

 Operate individually or all together

 Continue to charge even out of direct sunlight

 Plug and play solution – no electrician needed

 Rechargeable battery enclosed inside cassette

 90mm Cassette Only

 Somfy or Ellard motors & Accessories

DIMOUT SCREEN OPTIONS
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Solarglide Ltd. 
Unit 8 The Stottie Shed
Bakers Yard
Christon Road
Gosforth
Newcastle upon Tyne
Tyne and Wear 
NE3 1XD 
United Kingdom

 +44 191 5970543

 theteam@solarglide.com

 www.solarglide.com


